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 Power quality is a major consideration in all office equipment, manufacturies 

and residential home appliances. Harmonic distortion is one of the crucial 

power quality issues. In order to mitigate the harmonic distortion, 

the performance of shunt active power filter (SAPF) is judged in terms of  

the accuracy and response time of its designed controller. In this context,  

the controller consists of three parts: harmonic extraction, switching control, 

and DC-link capacitor. The harmonic extraction technique serves the major 

role of deriving the required reference current to ensure successful mitigation 

of current harmonics by SAPF. Among the existing techniques, harmonic 

extraction algorithms based on time-domain approaches are most widely 

applied as they offer simple implementation features with increased speed 

and reduced computational burden. This paper presents detailed investigation 

and analysis regarding the performance of two famous time-domain 

harmonic extraction techniques namely, synchronous reference frame (SRF) 

and instantaneous power (PQ) theory. Extensive simulation work is 

conducted in MATLAB-Simulink platform under two conditions, which are, 

steady-state conditions and dynamic-state conditions, considering various 

highly nonlinear loads. For evaluation purposes, each control algorithm is 

incorporated into the controller of a three-phase SAPF, developed using 

a three-level neutral-point-clamped (NPC) inverter. Comprehensive results 

are provided to confirm mitigation performance of the SAPF utilizing each 

harmonic extraction algorithm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Extensive applications of harmonic-producing loads have posted severe power quality issues 

especially low power factors and high harmonic distortion to electricity grid. This has raised alerting 

concerns among researchers in formulating efficient solution. Among the state-of-art-techniques, SAPF is  

the most powerful technique for solving current harmonics [1-3]. Additionally, it also improves power factor 

(PF) performance of power system by ensuring in-phase operation of source current with its corresponding 

source voltage. Generally, SAPF recovers the sinusoidal characteristics (with fundamental frequency) of  

the source current, by injecting a corrective current back to the polluted power system. 
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Traditionally, standard two-level inverter is mostly applied as the topology for SAPF.  

However, three-level inverters are extensively utilized in several applications, such as motor drives and 

pulse-width modulations (PWM) [4-8] for their benefits of lower harmonic outputs. The current harmonic 

extraction algorithm serves a major role in developing the required reference current to control the designated 

SAPF in minimizing the harmonic distortion. Recently, intensive studies on this algorithm have  

been investigated and were basically categorized under three distinctive groups namely time-domain,  

frequency-domain and machine learning techniques [9-15].  

Nevertheless, harmonic extraction algorithms categorized under time-domain technique are always 

dominant since they provide simple implementation features with increased speed and reduced computational 

burden. SRF [16, 17], power PQ theory [5, 18, 19] algorithms are the two most popular algorithms under 

time-domain technique category. Current resulted under the influence of nonlinear load such as 

uncontrolled bridge rectifier will particularly contain fundamental and harmonic components, respectively. 

These components will appear as DC signal and AC signal, respectively in two-phase stationary reference 

frame when they are converted from three-phase 𝑎𝑏𝑐 natural frame.  

The accuracy of the detected fundamental component is most important in SRF and PQ theory when 

they are applied in harmonic extraction application. In both algorithms, the desired fundamental component 

are commonly achieved by using indirect detection approach [20], i.e., using numerical Butterworth-type 

low-pass filter (LPF). Basically, the conduct of the LPF method is depending on the harmonic order 

selection. Therefore, the numerical LPF must be tuned to ensure optimum fundamental component detection, 

so as to achieve optimum harmonic extraction performance. Improper tuning may result in significant time 

delay and excessive distortions during the harmonic extraction process. According to [21, 22], the second 

order filter best suit the purpose of fundamental component detection as higher order filter will increase 

computational problem to the controller. Meanwhile, cutting frequency of 10 Hz is most widely applied and 

is recognized as the best value to achieve efficient fundamental component detection performance.  

Various comparative studies [23-26] have been reported to compare the effectiveness of SRF and 

PQ theory based harmonic extraction techniques. However, most reported comparative studies focused solely 

on steady-state conditions with single nonlinear load [23, 25] and no further analyses have been conducted on 

dynamic-state applications which occurs regularly in power system, therefore insufficient to describe 

performances of the harmonic extraction algorithms involved. Other comparative studies which involve 

various distorted and unbalanced source voltage conditions [24, 26] have also been conducted. However, 

it is unnecessary to investigate their performances under distorted and unbalanced source voltage system,  

since SAPFs are mostly designed to work in balanced source voltage system. Besides, there is no specific and 

good comparative work focusing on the effect of cutting frequency variation towards harmonic extraction 

performances of SRF and PQ theory techniques have been done yet. Complete understanding on 

the relationship between cutting frequency and harmonic extraction performances contribute greatly to 

achieving accurate and fast mitigation performance of SAPF.  

The findings of this paper can provide important insight to new researchers in deciding the relevant 

algorithm and the type of analysis to consider in their respective work. Overall, this paper provides 

comprehensive comparative evaluation on two types of harmonic extraction algorithms which are developed 

based on SRF and PQ theory, respectively. A simulation model of three-phase SAPF utilizing a three-level 

neutral-point-clamped (NPC) inverter is developed in MATLAB-Simulink platform to aid the analysis.  

To enhance contribution of this work, the evaluation takes into consideration both steady-state and  

dynamic-state conditions, and various highly nonlinear loads. In addition, the effects of cutting frequency 

variation on each algorithm towards mitigation performances of SAPF are also thoroughly investigated. 

The remaining sections of the manuscript is structured as follows. The structure of SAPF and its 

control schemes is clarified in section 2. The analysis of the two famous time-domain harmonic extraction 

algorithms is explained in section 3. The simulation results are presented and discussed in section 4  

by highlighting performances of each harmonic extraction algorithm. Finally, the conclusion is provided in 

section 5, which summarizes the significant findings of this paper. 

 

 

2. SAPF AND ASSOCIATED CONTROL TECHNIQUES 

The overall structure of three-phase NPC inverter based SAPF is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen 

in this figure, a typical SAPF circuit connection in a power system will have a SAPF linked at the junction 

point of common coupling (PCC), and in among with a power supply (in this case is three-phase supply) and 

nonlinear rectifier load. The rectifier load is commonly combined to either capacitive load (RC), inductive 

load (RL), or resistive load (R), as shown in Figure 1(a). In this work, the controller applied for managing 

operation of SAPF comprises of switching control, voltage balancing control for individual capacitor, overall 

DC-link voltage control and harmonic extraction. 
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Nevertheless, this work is focusing solely on evaluating the performance of harmonic extraction 

technique. In order to perform this evaluation, other control algorithms will be made similar when evaluating 

the desired harmonic extraction technique, as shown in Figure 1(b). For DC-link voltage control,  

a proportional-integral (PI) is used [4, 22]. Next, to balance the voltage of splitting DC-link capacitors,  

a voltage feedback control technique [27, 28] is applied. Finally, to control the switching function of  

the SAPF, a space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) [27-29] is used.  

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 1. General structure of three-phase three-level NPC inverter-based SAPF configuration,  

(a) block diagram and (b) controller strucure 

 

 

3. TIME-DOMAIN HARMONIC EXTRACTION ALGORITHM  

In this section, working principles of the two harmonic extraction algorithms considered in this 

work, namely, SRF and PQ theory are discussed in detail. Moreover, comparative evaluation is presented, 

highlighting their respective distinctive features. The special features of each algorithm are contrasted in such 

as way that will be able to identify the respective strengths and weaknesses of the algorithms, eventually 

select the most suitable algorithm for their works. 

 

3.1.  SRF 

Based on Figure 2(a), SRF technique utilizes Park-transformation to perform harmonic extraction. 

The transformation can be used to rotate the reference frames of three-phase AC waveforms such that they 

become DC signals (in this paper, it is used to convert the abc natural frame to dq rotating frames).  

In this context, the load current 𝑖𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑐 is transformed into 𝐼𝐿𝑑𝑞 , and then the harmonic components are being 

isolated from its fundamental component. The Park transformation method can be outlined as follow:   
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𝑖𝐿𝑎

𝑖𝐿𝑏

𝑖𝐿𝑐

] (1) 

 

where 𝜔𝑡 is the transformation angle. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2. Structure of harmonic extraction algorithm according to, (a) SRF and (b) PQ theory 

 

 

Due to connection of harmonic-producing loads, 𝐼𝐿𝑑 and 𝐼𝐿𝑞  currents are contaminated by  

the current harmonics produced and as a result, the load current expression can now be interpreted as:  

 

[
𝐼𝐿𝑑

𝐼𝐿𝑞
] =  [

𝐼𝐿𝑑(𝑑𝑐) +  𝐼𝐿𝑑(𝑎𝑐)

𝐼𝐿𝑞(𝑑𝑐) +  𝐼𝐿𝑞(𝑎𝑐)
] (2) 

 

where 𝐼𝐿𝑑 (𝑑𝑐) is the fundamental components of the load current represented in d frame, 𝐼𝐿𝑑 (𝑎𝑐)is harmonic 

component of the load current represented in d frame, 𝐼𝐿𝑞 (𝑑𝑐) is the fundamental component of the load 

current represented in q frame, 𝐼𝐿𝑞 (𝑎𝑐) is harmonic component of the load current represented in q frame.  

In dq rotating frame, the 𝑎𝑐 components are key components needed to derive the required reference 

current. In this regard, indirect detection approach [20] expressed in (3) is applied. According to this 

approach, the 𝑑𝑐 components will first be detected by using tuned numerical Butterworth-type LPF, and then 

the detected 𝑑𝑐 components will be removed from the actual 𝐼𝐿𝑑 and 𝐼𝐿𝑞  components. 

 

[
𝐼𝐿𝑑 (𝑎𝑐)

𝐼𝐿𝑞 (𝑎𝑐)
] =  [

𝐼𝐿𝑑 − 𝐼𝐿𝑑(𝑑𝑐)

𝐼𝐿𝑞 − 𝐼𝐿𝑞(𝑑𝑐)
]. (3) 

 

Once 𝑎𝑐 components (𝐼𝐿𝑑 (𝑎𝑐) and 𝐼𝐿𝑞 (𝑎𝑐)) are achieved, inverse Park-transformation given in (4) is 

used to transform the 𝑎𝑐 components back to their equivalent three-phase harmonic current (𝑖𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑐). 
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The reference injection current is obtained by using the following equation: 
 

𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑗,𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝑖𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑐
+ 𝑖𝑑𝑐  (5) 

 

where 𝑖𝑑𝑐 is the DC charging current. 

 

3.2.  PQ Theory 

According to Figure 2(b), a computational process for instantaneous power (in α-β coordinates) are 

required to model harmonic extraction process according to the principle of PQ theory. Initially, 

the measured source voltage and load current in three-phase abc coordinates are transformed to α-β 

coordinates by means of Clarke-transformation given as: 
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where 𝑣𝑎 , 𝑣𝑏 , and 𝑣𝑐  are the three-phase voltages and 𝑖𝑎, 𝑖𝑏 , and 𝑖𝑐 are the three-phase currents. Subsequently, 

the active power 𝑃 and reactive power 𝑄 in α-β coordinates are expressed as: 
 

[
𝑃
𝑄

] = [
𝑣𝛼 𝑣𝛽

−𝑣𝛽 𝑣𝛼
] [

𝑖 𝛼
𝑖𝛽

] (8) 

 

Similarly, due to the presence of harmonic-producing load, the actual 𝑃 and 𝑄 components are 

contaminated by the current harmonics generated and can be represented as: 
 

[
𝑃
𝑄

] = [
𝑃𝑑𝑐 + 𝑃𝑎𝑐

𝑄𝑑𝑐 + 𝑄𝑎𝑐
] (9) 

 

where 𝑃𝑑𝑐  is the fundamental component of the instantaneous active power, 𝑃𝑎𝑐  is the distorted component of 

the instantaneous active power, 𝑄𝑑𝑐  is the fundamental component of the instantaneous reactive power, and  

𝑄𝑎𝑐  is the distorted component of the instantaneous reactive power. In the harmonic extraction application, 

only the distorted component 𝑃𝑎𝑐  is required for deriving the reference current. Similar to SRF algorithm,  

the required 𝑎𝑐 component, 𝑃𝑎𝑐  is obtained via indirect detection approach [20]. This is done by  

the fundamental component 𝑃𝑑𝑐  is first detected by the tuned numerical Butterworth-type LPF and is then 

removed from the original 𝑃 value. This method can be expressed as: 
 

𝑃𝑎𝑐 = 𝑃 − 𝑃𝑑𝑐  (10) 
 

With the removal of 𝑃𝑑𝑐  component, (8) can be rewritten as: 
 

[
𝑃ac

𝑄
] = [

𝑣α 𝑣β

−𝑣β 𝑣α
] [

𝑖𝐻α

𝑖𝐻β
] (11) 

 

where 𝑖𝐻𝛼 and 𝑖𝐻𝛽 represent the harmonic current components in α-β coordinates, respectively. From (11), 

the inverse matrix expressed as (12) is executed to produce the required harmonic current in α-β coordinates. 
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2
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Subsequently, inverse Clarke-transformation as presented in (13) is applied to transform 𝑖𝐻𝛼𝛽
 in α-β 

coordinates back to three-phase harmonic current 𝑖𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑐
. It will then be applied in (5) to obtain the reference 

injection current 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑗,𝑟𝑒𝑓  as desired. 

 

[
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2

3
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−
1

2
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2 ]
 
 
 
 

[
𝑖𝐻α

𝑖𝐻β
] (13) 

 

In addition, comparative study on the characteristics of each harmonic extraction algorithm is performed and 

their respective unique characteristics are listed in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1. Distinctive features of each time domain harmonic extraction algorithm 
Features Time-domain Harmonic Extraction Algorithm 

SRF Algorithm PQ Theory Algorithm 

Input variable Voltage and Current Voltage and Current 

Transformation principle Park Transformation Clarke Transformation 
Number of numerical filters 2 low pass filters 1 low pass filter 

Additional Computational Task Synchronizer is required to deliver 

synchronizing angle 

Voltage preprocessing is required for active 

and reactive power calculation 
Algorithm Complexity 

(Exclude Filters) 

Less complexity 

(only involve current calculation) 

Higher complexity (requires additional 

active and reactive power calculation) 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this work, the harmonic extraction technique is investigated by using MATLAB-Simulink 

platform. For testing and evaluating the performance of the harmonic extraction techniques, a SAPF  

power system feeding three forms of nonlinear rectifier loads is applied. For the power system setting,  

the three-phase power supply is fixed at 400 Vrms, 50 Hz, the switching frequency is 25 kHz, the DC-link 

capacitor of SAPF is 3300 μF, the DC-link voltage is 880 V and the filter inductor is 5mH. Note that  

the configuration of the three nonlinear loads are: 

 Three-phase diode bridge rectifier with a R (resistive) load (50 Ω resistor). 

 Three-phase diode bridge rectifier with a series RL (inductive) load (30 Ω resistor and 50 mH). 

 Three-phase diode bridge rectifier with a parallel a RC (capacitive) load (50 Ω resistor and 2200 μF capacitor).  
Comparative evaluation is presented distinctively according to steady-state conditions and  

dynamic-state conditions. In steady-state conditions, the effectiveness of each harmonic extraction technique 

is assessed based on THD value which must be less than 5 % according to IEEE Standard [30].  

Meanwhile, in dynamic-state condition, the effectiveness of each harmonic extraction technique is analyzed 

in terms of the demonstrated response time. 

 

4.1.  Comparative analysis for dynamic-state and steady-state conditions 

The results presented in this paper are focusing on both the accuracy (THD performance under 

steady-state condition) and speed (response time under dynamic-state condition) of harmonic extraction 

algorithms. In order to conduct equivalent comparison for both SRF and PQ theory algorithms, the numerical 

filter used in the algorithms is fixed in the analysis as second order Butterworth-type LPF with 10 Hz cutting 

frequency. This filter’s configuration, which exhibits fast dynamic response, is chosen since it is widely 

applied and is reported as the most relevant filter to detect fundamental components without an error [19, 20]. 

Figure 3 shows the simulation waveforms of three-phase source voltage 𝑣𝑆, load current 𝑖𝐿, and source 

current 𝑖𝑆 demonstrated by SAPF while applying each harmonic extraction algorithm for capacitive load. 

Meanwhile, Figure 4 shows the similar simulation waveforms of 𝑣𝑆, 𝑖𝐿, and 𝑖𝑆 obtained for inductive load.  

Figure 5 shows the similar simulation waveforms of 𝑣𝑆, 𝑖𝐿, and 𝑖𝑆 for resistive load. In addition,  

Table 2 summarizes the corresponding THD values of source current 𝑖𝑆 demonstrated by SAPF while 

applying each harmonic extraction algorithm. 

Based on the findings obtained, it can clearly be observed that the connection of capacitive, 

inductive and resistive loads has created a high harmonics distortion to the power system where a high THD 

value of 62.30 %, 26.07 %, and 27.48 % are recorded, respectively. However, by installing the three-level 

NPC inverter-based SAPF, the resulted THD value of the source current 𝑖𝑆 for each nonlinear load has been 
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significantly reduced. It is clear that the performances of both harmonic extraction algorithms are acceptable 

where they are observed to have effectively controlled the SAPF in removing the generated current 

harmonics, and subsequently maintained the THD value of far below 5 %. Nevertheless, the mitigation 

performance demonstrated by the SAPF when using the SRF algorithm is superior compared to performance 

of SAPF when using the PQ theory algorithm. This is indicated by the lower THD value of source current 𝑖𝑆 

achieved. More importantly, for all the nonlinear load settings, both harmonic extraction algorithms are 

capable of producing a mitigated source current 𝑖𝑆 that operates in-phase with the supply voltage 𝑣𝑆.  

This leads to almost unity power factor. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 3. Simulation waveforms obtained for 

capacitive load: (a) source voltage 𝑣𝑆,  

(b) load current 𝑖𝐿, (c) source current 𝑖𝑆 demonstrated 

by SRF algorithm, and (d) source current 𝑖𝑆 

demonstrated by PQ theory algorithm 

 

Figure 4. Simulation waveforms obtained for 

inductive load: (a) source voltage 𝑣𝑆,  

(b) load current 𝑖𝐿, (c) source current 𝑖𝑆 demonstrated 

by SRF algorithm, and (d) source current 𝑖𝑆 

demonstrated by PQ theory algorithm 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Simulation waveforms obtained for resistive load: (a) source voltage 𝑣𝑆,  

(b) load current 𝑖𝐿, (c) source current 𝑖𝑆 demonstrated by SRF algorithm, and  

(d) source current 𝑖𝑆 demonstrated by PQ theory algorithm 
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Table 2. Comparison of THDs of source current 𝑖𝑆 obtained for capacitive,  

inductive and resistive nonlinear loads 
Harmonic 

Extraction 
Algorithm 

Total Harmonic Distortion, THD (%) 

Phase A Phase B Phase C 

Capacitive Inductive Resistive Capacitive Inductive Resistive Capacitive Inductive Resistive 

 Before Connecting SAPF 

N/A 62.30 26.07 27.48 62.30 26.07 27.48 62.30 26.07 27.48 

 After Connecting SAPF 
SRF 

Algorithm 

1.81 1.18 1.57 1.81 1.19 1.57 1.80 1.16 1.56 

PQ Theory 
Algorithm 

2.10 1.24 1.69 2.08 1.25 1.70 2.12 1.24 1.67 

 

 

Figures 6 and 7 present the simulation results obtained for the evaluation performed under  

dynamic-state conditions of capacitive to inductive and inductive to resistive, respectively. From the findings, 

dynamic behaviour of SAPF while using the SRF algorithm is superior than the dynamic behaviour 

demonstrated by SAPF while using the PQ theory algorithm, where response time of 0.04 s and 0.05 s are 

recorded, respectively.  Therefore, based on the evaluation conducted under steady-state and dynamic-state 

conditions, the findings revealed that SAPF can perform better when applying SRF algorithm as compared to 

PQ theory algorithm, indicated by lower THD value and faster response time. Generally, SRF algorithm is 

designed with reduced computational efforts where its operation only involves current calculation. Although 

it requires additional synchronizer algorithm to ensure proper synchronization with voltage signal,  

the synchronization process is executed in parallel with the current harmonic extraction process and thus does 

not impose additional delay. In contrast, harmonic extraction algorithm based on PQ theory requires series of 

complex mathematical calculations involving additional voltage and power calculation, thereby imposing 

excessive delay to the overall harmonic extraction process. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 6. Phase A simulation results obtained for  

dynamic-state condition of capacitive to inductive:  

(a) source voltage 𝑣𝑆, (b) load current 𝑖𝐿, (c) source 

current 𝑖𝑆 demonstrated by SRF algorithm, and (d) 

source current 𝑖𝑆 demonstrated by  

PQ theory algorithm 

 

Figure 7. Phase A simulation results obtained for  

dynamic-state condition of inductive to resistive:  

(a) source voltage 𝑣𝑆, (b) load current 𝑖𝐿, (c) source 

current 𝑖𝑆 demonstrated by SRF algorithm, and (d) 

source current 𝑖𝑆 demonstrated by  

PQ theory algorithm 

 

 

4.2.  Effect of cutting frequency variation 

For this analysis, the cutting frequency values of LPF applied in both algorithms are varied 

accordingly to investigate its effects on mitigation performance of SAPF. Table 3 summarizes the THD value 

of mitigated source current and response time achieved by SAPF utilizing each harmonic extraction 

algorithm for different cutting frequency values. Additionally, the findings obtained are graphically presented 
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as Figures 8 and 9, providing clear picture on the relationship between cutting frequency of LPF and 

mitigation performances of SAPF.   

Based on Figures 8 and 9, it is clear that LPF with lower cutting frequency improves THD 

performance of SAPF, but longer time delay is observed during mitigation process, as indicated in Table 3.  

In contrast, LPF with higher cutting frequency provides faster mitigation performance, but it degrades THD 

performance of SAPF. In other words, cutting frequency of LPF is observed to vary directly with THD value 

of mitigated source current 𝑖𝑆and inversely with response time of SAPF. Moreover, the findings obtained also 

show that SAPF utilizing SRF algorithm provides better mitigation performance in term of THD value and 

response time as compared to PQ theory algorithm for all selected values of cutting frequency, thereby once 

again supporting the superiority of SRF algorithm over PQ theory. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  

 
(c) 

 

Figure 8. THD values of mitigated source current demosntrated by each harmonic extraction  

algorithm for different cutting frequency values of LPF under steady-state conditions,  

(a) capacitive (b) inductive and (c) resistive loads 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Response time demonstrated by each harmonic extraction algorithm for  

different cutting frequency values of LPF under dynamic-state conditions 
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Table 3. Mitigation performances of SAPF while using each harmonic extraction algorithm for  

different cutting frequency values 
Harmonic 

Extraction 

Algorithm 

Cutting 

Frequency of 

LPF (Hz) 

THD (%) Response Time (s) 

Steady-state conditions Dynamic-state conditions 

Capacitive Inductive Resistive Capacitive to Inductive Inductive to Resistive 

SRF 
Algorithm 

5 1.38 1.06 1.29 0.090 0.090 

10 1.81 1.18 1.57 0.040 0.040 

15 2.26 1.25 1.75 0.035 0.035 

20 2.42 1.44 1.97 0.025 0.025 

25 2.60 1.61 2.21 0.020 0.020 

PQ Theory 
Algorithm 

5 1.49 1.14 1.34 0.100 0.100 

10 2.10 1.24 1.69 0.050 0.050 

15 2.31 1.37 1.86 0.040 0.040 

20 2.47 1.52 2.03 0.030 0.030 

25 2.70 1.67 2.36 0.025 0.025 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This manuscript has presented a thorough comparative evaluation of two famous time-domain 

current harmonic extraction algorithms (SRF and PQ theory) for the application in a three-phase three-level 

NPC inverter-based SAPF. Nevertheless, the findings obtained in this research work are valid for other SAPF 

configurations as well. The two algorithms are capable of controlling SAPF to mitigate current harmonics in 

three-phase system. However, SAPF utilizing SRF algorithm is found to always show better results under 

two conditions, which are steady-state conditions and dynamic-state conditions. This is basically due to its 

simple and fast processing features which minimize the computational delay. This paper also investigated  

the effect of LPF’s cutting frequency variations on mitigation performance of the SAPF. The findings show 

that THD performance of SAPF improves with the decreased of LPF’s cutting frequency, while dynamic 

performance of SAPF improves with the increased of LPF’s cutting frequency. Therefore, in the context of 

SRF and PQ theory, the applied LPF must be tuned to ensure optimal performance of SAPF. 
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